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Abstract
The aim of this study is to analyse the potential risks of medical laboratory activities in all processes: Strategic, operational (pre-preanalytical, preanalytical,
analytical, postanalytical and post-postanalytical) and support. Also, we value
the impact of these risks in the patient safety. The methodology used in this
study to identify and estimate the possible failure modes was the Failure
Model and Effects Analysis (FMEA). The real failures then were registered in
the same processes according to the methodology Failure Reporting Analysis
and Corrective Action System (FRACAS). Moreover, it used the basis of
available information of the laboratory quality system. The Risk Priority
Number (RPN) with FMEA and FRACAS was calculated for every laboratory
processes and it was made a comparative of the results obtained with both
methodologies. Based on these results, we made the risk map in medical laboratory. These results allowed us identifying critical points in all laboratory
processes and prioritize the control of these points. Furthermore, it helped to
select preventive or corrective action that should be incorporated in the laboratory improvement planning and risk management.
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1. Introduction
Patient safety is defined as the absence of avoidable patient harm during the
process of medical attention.
All medical attention brings inherent risk of adverse events (AE) that could
cause injury, disabilities and even death of the patient.
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Based on studies conducted by Brennan [1], in 1999 Kohn published “To err
is human: Building a Safer Health System” [2]. This paper told that at least
1,000,000 of AE happen in the United States yearly, and carry on the death of
44,000 to 98,000 people. This studies a real important revolution in health world,
being aware of the error rate attributable to health system that has great impact
on patients. At the beginning of the 2000s some initiatives appeared and some
strategies were proposed to analyze and to see how you can reduce the rate of
preventable errors.
Patient safety is a target for health systems and is a fundamental principle of
healthcare, as well as an important component of quality management.
The main global health organizations have incorporated patient safety in their
review of work practices. Among these, the World Alliance for Patient Safety,
from the 55th Health Conference in October 2004 found that the professional
services of health care play an important role in risk management and in creation of safer health systems [3]. The president of that alliance, L. Donaldson, refers to the role of medical laboratory in patient safety [4].
Several studies about risk management and patient safety analyze their involvement in it scope. We highlight the Spanish National Study on Hospitalisation-Related Adverse Events (ENEAS) in 2005 [5], which was part of a quality
program of the national health system and showed that 42.6% of the Adverse
Events (AE) were preventable. In the laboratory, AE rate according to some reports by Plebani [6] fluctuates from 2.7% to 12%.
Nowadays, quality management systems are implemented in medical laboratories. Their aims are reducing potential risks and improve patient safety [7] [8]
[9].
The information provided by the medical laboratory has a direct impact on
patient safety and a fault in any of processes strategic, operational (preanalytical,
analytical, postanalytical) and support, could affect patients. An improvement in
the safety of the various processes brings to light the potential failure modes in
the laboratory and try to solve them.
To provide useful and reliable information to the clinician, it is important to
emphasise the need to design risk and processes map in the laboratory [10], together with quality indicators that allow monitoring and risk management [11].
Our study aims calculate the impact of the failure modes in a medical laboratory and compare the risk with two risk management tools: Failure Mode and
Effects Analysis (FMEA) versus the Failure Reporting Analysis and Corrective
Action System (FRACAS). Use FMEA to estimate the potential risks and
FRACAS to make real errors analysis.

2. Methodology
The scope of application is all processes in the medical laboratory (Catlab) at
Consorcio Sanitario de Terrassa Hospital (CST). Medical laboratory was certified with ISO 9001:2000 Quality Management since 2004 and nowadays has been
accredited according to UNE-EN ISO 15,189:2013.
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Consorcio Sanitario de Terrassa hospital manages 340 beds for intensive care
patients and 32 beds for penitentiary patients. In its hospital network provides
services to 34 primary care centres and two specialized primary care centres. It
serves a population of almost 400,000 people.
Process map of medical laboratory was made with Visio Standard 2007 Microsoft Office program (Figure 1), which provided a global perspective of the
laboratory.
The study was made about 90 possible modes of failure detected by the Failure
Model and Effects Analysis (FMEA) model applied to laboratory processes [12]
[13]. FMEA is a preventive and proactive tool. It analyzes the quality, safety
and/or reliability of a system performance operation, identifying possible failure
modes presented, and to apply preventive actions to avoid problems that could
be manifested themselves in the future.
The failure modes were identified from the literature [14] [15] [16] and a
brainstorming conducted among a working group of laboratory professionals.
FMEA allowed identify potential failure modes and estimate risk through a
table of three variables (Table 1): severity, frequency and detection [12] [17].
The severity score variable is based on a scale from 1 to 10, being 1 the least severe value and 10 the worst. The variable frequency is based on a scale from 1 to
10, being 1 the least likely to appear and 10 the highest. Finally, the variable detection, it is also classified on a scale from 1 to 10, but in this case 10 means a
minor probability to detect and 1 a higher one. With the product of these three
variables the risk priority number (RPN), has a potential value between 1 and
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Figure 1. Processes map of medical laboratory.
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Table 1. Risk assessment values.
Scale

Severity

Detection

Frequency

Frequency/Indicator

10

Highly hazardous

Non-detectable

1 in 2

Very high

0.5

9

Hazardous

Very improvable

1 in 3

Very high

0.33

8

Very high

Improvable

1 in 8

High

0.125

7

High

Very low

1 in 20

High

0.05

6

Moderate

Low

1 in 80

Moderate

0.0125

5

Low

Moderate

1 in 400

Moderate

0.0025

4

Very low

Moderately high

1 in 2000

Low

0.0005

3

Minor

High

1 in 15,000

Low

6 × 10−5

2

Very minor

Very high

1 in 150,000

Very low

6 × 10−6

1

None

Highly detectable

1 in 1,500,000

Remote

6 × 10−7

1000. From this way those risks were evaluated which could have direct or indirect impact on patient safety.
Then Failure Reporting Analysis and Corrective Action System (FRACAS)
[15] was used. It is a corrective and reactive tool that allows analyzing variables
associated with the damage and factors that explain it. FRACAS uses only two
variables, severity and frequency with the same scale than FMEA for severity.
For frequency, annual indicators were calculated and with the objective to harmonize with FMEA [17] the same scale was used Table 1, they were transformed
to the same FMEA frequency scale used. With the product of these two variables
the risk priority number (RPN), has a value between 1 and 100.
FRACAS allowed a real calculation of the frequency of detected faults and the
severity of them. It is a dynamic tool that can identify and incorporate unanticipated errors in the FMEA [18]. It was used information from the quality management system of the laboratory (audits, management reviews, indicators,
nonconformities, etc.) to do this calculation.
Risk and processes maps were made with a Visio program from the results of
FMEA and FRACAS [10].
This study allowed the calculation of the potential risk in the preanalytical,
analytical and postanalytical processes, as well as strategic and support processes
of medical laboratory.

3. Results
The processes map of medical laboratory shows the activities in each process and
a general viewer of laboratory medicine (Figure 1).
The results show the priority risks identified by FMEA. These risks are classified according to the risk priority number (RPN). The five failure modes with
maximum NPR for each process are presented in Table 2.
Detected failure modes are classified by FRACAS according to risk priority
number (RPN). Five failures with maximum RPN are presented for each process
(Table 3).
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Table 2. Classified failure modes by FMEA.
FAILURE MODES

NUMBER OF
PRIORITY

Incorrect temperature of sample transport

252

Support

Strategic

Postanalytical

Analytical

Preanalytical

PROCESSES

Clotted sample

180

Hemolysed sample

180

Difficulty of obtaining a sample. Sample obtained is not correct

162

Wrong container drawn

126

Inappropriate use of equipment or incorrect maintenance

210

Incorrect validation of previous analytical results

180

Failure in relation sample-diagnostic reactive (interferences,
prozone effects, viscosity…)

126

Wrong magnitude selected in the request

108

Adverse environmental conditions

108

Misinterpreted results

280

Inadequate performance of the patient results

280

Critical value not notified

270

Alert value not recognized

189

Entry error results

180

Management error of the corrective and improvement actions

80

Failures in the organization of the indicators in preanalytical
processes

40

Failures in the organization of the indicators in analytical
processes

40

Failures in the organization of the indicators in postanalytical
processes

40

Lines of responsibility are poorly-defined

14

Error or failures of staff competence

14

Failure of replacement of staff

12

Failure of installation maintenance

10

Failure of reagent delivery (outstanding stocks)

7

Lack or inappropriate health training

7

Compare the results obtained by FMEA and FRACAS according risk priority.
It presents only 10 faults with major RPN according to FMEA (Table 4).
Compare the results obtained by FRACAS and FMEA according the risk priority. It shows only the top10 failures with higher RPN, according to FRACAS
(Table 5).
Percentage (%) distribution of failure modes identified according the affected
process shows in Table 6.
The results obtained are distributed in the risk map.
The risk map allows us to have a global view on each activity of risk estimation and detection of failure modes. The results show AMFE versus FRACAS in
each affected process.
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Table 3. Classified failure modes by FRACAS.

Support

Strategic

Postanalytical

Analytical

Preanalytical

PROCESSES

FAILURES

NUMBER OF
PRIORITY

Not sample

42

Hemolysed sample

42

Clotted sample

36

Insufficient sample amount

36

Wrong container/incorrect sample

30

Incorrect interpretation of internal control results

42

Lack or inappropriate staff training

36

Problems of method or analytical mode

32

Wrong internal controls

30

Validation patient results before internal controls

30

Results not entered in the database

30

Misinterpreted results

28

Misidentification among patients

24

Error of decimal result

18

Informed test with wrong results

18

Wrong Management of the corrective and improvement actions

10

Failures in the organization of the indicators in preanalytical
processes

3

Failures in the organization of the indicators in analytical processes

3

Failures in the organization of the indicators in postanalytical
processes

3

Poorly-defined responsibility

-

Failure of reagent delivery (outstanding stocks)

7

Error of staff competence

7

Lack or inappropriate health training

7

Power blackouts not notified during working hours

7

Failure of replacement of staff

6

Table 4. Comparison of the top risk numbers FMEA versus FRACAS.
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FAILURES OF MODE

AMFE

FRACAS

Misinterpreted results

280

28

Calculation mistakes

280

7

Not notified critical/alert values

270

-

Inappropriate transport temperature

252

-

Improper use of equipment or maintenance

210

-

Warning/safety values not identified

189

-

Clotted sample

180

36

Hemolysed sample

180

42

Not correct validation of the results

180

-

Informed test with wrong results

180

-
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Table 5. Comparison of the top risk numbers FRACAS versus FMEA.
FAILURES

FRACAS

AMFE

Hemolysed sample

42

180

Lack of sample

42

126

Misinterpreted internal controls

42

72

Clotted sample

36

180

Insufficient sample amount

36

72

Lack or inappropriate health training

36

12

Problems of method or analytical mode

32

24

Validation of the patient results without internal checking of the
controls

30

72

Wrong sample container

30

126

Results not notified

30

54

Table 6. Failure modes identified (%) by processes according to FMEA and detected
faults (%) according to FRACAS.
PROCESSES

Operational

AMFE (%)

FRACAS (%)

Preanalytical

34.2

48.4

Analytical

26.5

28.2

Postanalytical

35.1

17.2

Strategic

2.9

2.0

Support

1.3

4.2

4. Discussion
Any failure in the processes established into the laboratory can lead to consequences in patients, being a key component in relation to patient safety [19]
[20]. That is why we have to manage these failures and implement improvement
plans to reduce them [7]. Nowadays, it is seen a tendency to move from the culture of error detection to the management of risk in all quality systems of clinical
laboratories [21].
In the literature, authors believe that the study of the impact of risks must be
made in operational, strategic and support processes. There are studies showing
these processes by designing indicators, such as related to the competence of
professionals, customer service [22] or indicators associated with strategic support processes [23] [24] or operational and support processes [11]. It must be
stressed, however, that most publications are focused on the operational processes (preanalytical, analytical and postanaytical) [25] [26] [27] [28] or preanalytical and postanalytical [29] [30] or exclusively preanalytical [31] [32].
This series of quality indicators described in those studies, as well as patient
risk, come to meet the need to comply with the strategic lines that are being defined in the health sector, related to the dissemination of the culture of patient
safety and the implementation of improvement plans to increase safe practices in
this environment.
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On the other hand, the two standards of broad application in laboratories
(UNE-EN ISO 9001:2015 and UNE-EN ISO 15,189: 2013) are also involved in
the risk management of the patient [8] [9], although the design of its indicators
is not made from the use of tools such as FMEA and FRACAS. Therefore, we
found it interesting to carry out this study in all laboratory processes using both
FMEA and FRACAS tools because they are widely used in the clinical laboratories to highlight the need for implement risk management.
The application of these tools is not as widespread as indicators of quality of
clinical laboratories. However, it is interesting the Astion and colleagues’ study
[33] that analyzed the impact on the patient of incidents in the laboratory and
compares real potential adverse events. Another interesting study was done by
A. Giménez and colleagues [34] which used FMEA only in preanalytical processes.
In our study, results from FMEA were obtained with three variables and
FRACAS with two variables. Detectability in FRACAS is real because the errors
are registered, while FMEA estimates detectability. This fact is reflected in the
results presented in Tables 2-5.
Table 6 shows the percentage of distribution of failures in laboratory processes using the FMEA tool and the percentage of distribution of errors using the
FRACAS tool. It is noticeable that there is a significant difference in the support
processes between FRACAS and FMEA (4.2% FRACAS compared with 1.3%
FMEA).
Discrepancies are observed between preanalytical (48.4% FRACAS versus 34.2
FMEA) and postanalytical (17.2% FRACAS versus 35.1% FMEA) processes.
However, the results showed a good agreement in analytical processes (28.2%
FRACAS versus 26.5% FMEA).
If we compare our results with those obtained by Plebani [35], we have similar
results for the preanalytical processes (in FRACAS 48.4% versus 46% - 68.2% of
Plebani) and the postanalytical processes (35.1% compared FMEA 18.5% - 47%
of a Plebani). However, in analytical processes the results do not match the two
studies (26.5% FMEA and FRACAS 28.2%, versus 13% and 7% Plebani).
Strategic and support processes contribute to patient risk rate much lower
than the operative processes. As regards strategic by low estimated frequency
and in support processes due to low gravity failure modes.
The processes map adds information about the organization of processes and
subprocesses in clinical laboratory. Together with the risk map, it gives us a
global view of the distribution of failures in each of the processes.
It has been made the calculation of RPN, to assess the impact of potential
risks. From these results, it could be developed an improvement plan to implement corrective and preventive actions, in accordance with the standards ISO
15,189:2013 [8] and ISO 9001:2015 [9]. Keep in mind that prioritization must be
made from the calculation of the failure modes and not from the subprocesses or
processes because potentially serious risks (but less frequent) could be masked.

5. Conclusions
The fact of identifying potential failure modes by FMEA tool makes to review
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Figure 2. Risks map of medical laboratory.

meticulously the processes implemented to detect all possible faults in the various activities and stages involved in them. It was decided to make the study of
risks in all laboratory processes (operational, strategic and support), since activities performed in all processes can cause potential risks and can have an impact
on patient safety as shown in Figure 2.
FMEA allows detecting critical points in terms of the patient risk and
FRACAS highlights the priorities to control these points and help to select preventive or corrective actions that we should be incorporated in the laboratory
improvement planning.
If FMEA is compared versus FRACAS, the difference is that indices of risk
priority are higher in FMEA in postanalytical processes, while comparing FRACAS
versus FMEA the rates of risk priority are higher in preanalytical processes.
The greatest impact of potential real errors in patients appear in activities related to operational processes, which are more related to the actions of health
professionals on patients.
It is important to note that FMEA is a subjective tool and that to be able to
make a real study of failures FRACAS has to be performed.
On the basis of the results obtained of FMEA and FRACAS a strategic risk
management plan should be implemented.
It is conclusive the need for risk management in clinical laboratories and
monitoring them within the quality plan, a fact that would lead to an increase on
patient safety.
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